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"The EEC is already a recognised trading partner of the USA and 
agreements are signed between the EEC and the USA. The appl !cation of 
this principle to aviation would create at least one interesting 
effect. US alrl Ines are enjoying what are now termed fifth freedom 
rights between several EEC Member States. From the point of view of 
the EEC seen as a whole, this Is In fact cabotage. To the best of my 
knowledge, no EEC alrl lne enjoys cabotage rights In the USA. There Is 
an asymetry exists In shipping because of your Jones Act - I, for one, 
would I Ike to change that." 
r·An air carrier which has third-freedom rights is al lowed to unload 
passenger~ In another State; If It has fourth-freedom rights it has 
the right to pick up passengers In that Member State. Fifth freedom 
Is the right to pick up passengers In another State and transport them 
to a third St.ate. For example, an American carrier flying to and from 
the United Kingdom has third and fourth freedom rights. If It is 
al lowed to pick up passengers In the United Kingdom and carry them to 
Germany, then it would have fifth freedom rights."] 
"We do not seek to dupl lcate the U.S. system In 
Community. We do not seek to do It because we do 
system. We think we already have one that Is better 
conditions and we want to Improve It, not destroy it." 
the European 
not want your 
su I ted to our 
"We are bul ldlng on what we have. We are creating an aviation system 
that takes account of our difference. The cha I lenge we are meeting Is 
to open the door to competition but not to al low the house to blow 
down. Put another way, we are opting for evolution, not revolution." 
However, this should not detract from the fact of the matter which Is 
that the EEC Is In the process of creating a multi lateral market for 
Itself." 
"It Is In this way to some extent going back on the bi lateral ism of 
the Chicago Convention and recreating the multi lateral Ism which 
unfortunately was lost In 1944. I bel leve that what we are doing wl 11 
provide us with a very effective aviation system that will last well 
Into the 21st Century." 
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